AGENDA

Friday, April 21:  Crawfish Boil - The Lake House

Sponsored by Blue Cross Blue Shield of Mississippi
The Lake House is located on the Ross Barnett Reservoir.
135 Madison Landing Circle, Ridgeland MS 39157

6:00 – 6:30 pm  Registration
Pick up your name tag and t-shirt

6:00 – 8:00 pm  Crawfish Boil

7:00 pm  Meet the Candidates Forum for MAFP Board Positions

* Wear your T-shirt tomorrow for a group photo.

Saturday, April 22:  Jackson Marriott – 200 E. Amite St, Jackson MS 39201

7:00 – 7:45 am  Registration (outside Windsor I)
Pick up your name tag and registration packet

7:00 – 8:00 am  Breakfast with Exhibitors – Windsor III

8:00 – 9:00 am  Welcome & Introduction – Windsor I
Carlos A. Latorre, MD
President, MAFP Foundation

The New Doctor’s Bag App
Jeremy Wells, MD
Hattiesburg Clinic - Sports Medicine
Hattiesburg, MS

9:00 – 10:00 am  What I Want to Do When I Grow Up
Katherine T. Patterson, MD, FAAFP
Indianola Family Medical Group
Indianola, MS

10:00 – 10:30 am  Coffee Break with Exhibitors – Windsor III
10:30 – 11:30 am  
*Money Matters: The Business of Medicine* – Windsor I  
**Jason S. Mizell, MD, FACS, FASCRS**  
University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences  
Associate Professor of Surgery  
Division of Colon and Rectal Surgery  
Director of Surgery Clerkship  
Little Rock, AR

11:30 -12:30 pm  
*Speaker Panel – Direct Primary Care: What’s all the Buzz? (Lunch Buffet Provided)* – Windsor I  
**Timothy J. Alford, MD, FAAFP**  
Kosy Direct Care  
Kosciusko, MS  
**John P. Vanderloo, MD**  
NewCare MD Direct Primary Care  
Madison, MS  
**Micah Walker, MD**  
NewCare MD Direct Primary Care  
Madison, MS

12:30 pm  
Group Photograph – Wear your Spring Fling T-shirt!

12:30 – 1:00 pm  
*Dessert with Exhibitors* – Windsor III

1:00 – 1:30 pm  
*Quality Improvement Poster Presentations by Residents*  
Windsor I

1:30 – 3:30 pm  
Procedure Workshops – Canterbury and Winston Rooms  
*Essentials in Sports Medicine: From the Sidelines to the Clinic* – Canterbury Room  
**Jeremy Wells, MD**  
Hattiesburg Clinic - Sports Medicine  
Hattiesburg, MS  
**P. Brent Smith, MD, FAAFP**  
Family Medical Clinic  
Cleveland, MS  
**Eugene Goldman, MD**  
Gulfport Memorial Sports Medicine  
Biloxi, MS  
**Jessica Tullos, DO**  
Forrest General Hospital Family Medicine Residency  
Hattiesburg, MS

*IUD Insertion* – Winston Room  
**Kimberly Hart, MSN, WNP-BC**  
Bayer U.S., LLC US Medical Affairs  
Medical Science Liaison  
Hendersonville, TN
3:30 – 4:00 pm  **Coffee Break with Exhibitors** – Windsor III

4:00 – 6:00 pm  Procedure Workshops – Canterbury and Winston Rooms

  *Essentials in Sports Medicine: From the Sidelines to the Clinic* – Canterbury Room  

  **Jeremy Wells, MD**  
  Hattiesburg Clinic - Sports Medicine  
  Hattiesburg, MS

  **P. Brent Smith, MD, FAAFP**  
  Family Medical Clinic  
  Cleveland, MS

  **Eugene Goldman, MD**  
  Gulfport Memorial Sports Medicine  
  Biloxi, MS

  **Jessica Tullos, DO**  
  Forrest General Hospital Family Medicine Residency  
  Hattiesburg, MS

  *IUD Insertion* – Winston Room  

  **Kimberly Hart, MSN, WNP-BC**  
  Bayer U.S., LLC US Medical Affairs  
  Medical Science Liaison  
  Hendersonville, TN

6:00 pm  **Prize Giveaway and Adjournment**

Be sure to visit all exhibitors during breakfast and the coffee breaks so that you are eligible for a $300 cash prize at the end of the meeting.

Special thanks to Mississippi Physicians Services (MEA Medical Clinics) for providing t-shirts for this event.